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Abstract
Reproducibility of ML models and pipelines deployed in production requires
capturing both the current and historic state. Capturing state in ML pipelines is
complex due to the inherent nature of typical production deployments. We present a
system that addresses these issues from a systems perspective, enabling ML experts
to track and reproduce ML models and pipelines in production. This enables quick
diagnosis of issues that occur in production.
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Introduction

We focus on Machine Learning (ML) application reproducibility, with two specific elements. First,
we focus on Production Reproducibility: the ability to faithfully reproduce ML behaviors that occur
in production, a task with some similar and some different challenges from ML reproduction in
development or research environments. Second, we strive to leverage lessons learned in the distributed
systems space to address this problem. The combination has led us to the timeline mechanism that
we describe in this paper. While our approach can be broadly used, our focus here is on using
this approach for ML production diagnostics (which requires reproduction of and analysis of the
issue in question). The challenges we face are: similar to reproducibility in other ML environments,
production ML predictions depend on many factors: input data, pipeline configurations, historical
predictions, trained models, training data, initial random seeds, etc. Furthermore, in production, ML
applications are frequently logically distributed across machines and time. Finally, non-deterministic
elements exist in production (such as incoming live data or hardware/software/systems errors) which
complicate reproducibility. Approaches of storing all input configuration parameters is not enough in
such cases and diagnostics can require replay (i.e., the ability to re-live the actual event rather than
re-execute it).
We advocate for an application aware timeline capture, designed for capturing and managing events
in realistic ML applications. Our contributions are: We describe the state capture problem in realistic
complex ML applications and propose a novel approach. We compare and contrast our proposed
approach with known systems approaches for reproducing other complex distributed applications.
We demonstrate how this approach enables us to reproduce production ML outcomes by (a) capturing
the sufficient configuration information to re-execute a pipeline if necessary, (b) capturing such
information in conjunction pipeline dependencies such that even a sequence of dependent pipelines
can be re-executed and (c) enabling a user to "re-live" a previous execution if factors within it such as
live data or unexpected system errors make it difficult to faithfully re-execute for diagnostics. We
also present an example of the working system.
Reproducibility in ML Workshop at the 35th International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML 2018),
Stockholm, Sweden.
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Complexity of Machine Learning Environments in Production

In this section we describe the complexities associated with practical production machine learning
pipelines and the limitations of existing tools.
2.1 Machine Learning Applications
ML pipelines may run on analytic engines or as standalone programs. Figure 1 shows the complexity
inherent in a realistic ML application. As discussed in the Introduction, diagnosing issues in
such environments are challenged by Complex Dependencies between Pipelines, Distribution and
Heterogeneity, and Changing Temporal State.

Figure 1: Evolution of ML Pipelines in production. (a) The prediction pipeline is executing in
production and is using a model trained offline and uploaded. (b) A more dynamic scenario where the
model itself is retrained on a schedule. (c) A newly trained models undergo an approval process prior
to production deployment. (d) An ensemble model is used for prediction (requiring each sub-model
to be trained individually). Finally, (e) shows the scenario if a control pipeline (canary) is used in
production to ensure that the primary prediction pipeline is behaving stably. The control pipeline
could also be running a surrogate model to improve explainability.
2.2 Limitations of Existing Techniques
We strive to leverage existing techniques and outline the popular ones below. File/Storage/Database
Snapshots can version datasets. VM/Container snapshots can capture pipeline and system state.
Source Control Systems can version pipeline components and (depending on pipeline construction)
whole pipelines. Analytic engine checkpoints (e.g., Flink Checkpoints (6)) can capture pipeline
execution state. Lineage-aware Storage Systems (e.g., Tachyon (13)) can link pipeline state with data
state. Change Data Capture (33) and CDP techniques (9; 5) can capture dataset state.
None of these techniques capture the complete ML application as described in Figure 1. Even if all of
these techniques are used, their relation to the complete picture is still missing. Also, infrastructure
based state captures cannot differentiate between pipelines simultaneously executing within the same
analytic engine instance. Launching a separate instance of an analytic engine (like Spark) for each
pipeline, and packaging both as a container, can create a pipeline specific state capture. However,
given that ML workflows execute as a collection of loosely coupled parallel programs, even such a
per-pipeline state capture does not capture the dependencies between distributed dependent pipelines.
Finally, a point in time state capture does not provide history to root cause or reproduce issues if
those issues are non-deterministic (such as system errors).
Today, one would have to manually combine and extend these tools, an expensive, error prone and
non-scalable process for deploying ML at scale.
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System Design and Approach

We propose a system that captures complete ordered event sequences of ML applications, including:
ML Awareness: all state (code, pipelines, models, human actions, events errors, dataset access
points, etc.), and ML dependencies that need to be captured.
Heterogeneity: across execution locations, programming languages, and data stores.
Launch and Re:Launch: the full configuration of all dependent pipelines are captured, and reproducing a multi-pipeline execution can be done with a single step.
“After the Fact" capture: Our timeline captures are creatable “after the fact", i.e., a user can request
a capture of a past (configurable) time frame. This is useful to record non-deterministic events.
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Browsing: To "re-live" past executions, our system includes a Browse capability for all Timelines.
3.1 The Intelligence Overlay Network

(b) Browsable View of an ION.

(a) ION for Flow in Figure 1(c) and
ION timeline.

Figure 2: ION flow and timeline.
The Intelligence Overlay Network (ION), a two-level logical graph of ML/data pipelines, policy
modules and messages. Each node can itself be a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of components.
Figure 2a shows how Figure 1(c)’s pattern maps to an ION. The Inference and Training nodes are
pipelines (or DAGs), any policies that dictate how these pipelines interact (such as a model transfer)
is a Policy node, and the edges show the path of a model. Note that a model sent between nodes does
not imply anything about when the nodes run. In this example, Node 1 (Inference) is a continuous
streaming pipeline, Node 2 (Training) is a periodic batch pipeline, and Node 3 is an event driven
policy module.
The ION contains sufficient information (code, pipeline structures, configuration parameters etc.)
to reproduce the execution of not just an individual pipeline but the entire collection of dependent
pipelines. Our system enables a single button launch (and re-launch) to recreate/reproduce execution.
We employ an Agent/Server infrastructure to deploy IONs. Due to lack of space, we do not elaborate
on the details on this design/implementation: a more detailed description, justification and trade-off
discussion is available in (29).
For ML pipelines, the server gathers everything from configuration state to runtime statistics (including ML specific stats, accuracy, and input data patterns) via agents. Each agent monitors pipelines
via an engine-specific interaction and APIs are provided for pipelines to instrument for additional
reporting. Due to lack of space, we do not elaborate further here on the specific mechanisms used to
gather the statistics. More details are available in (26).
3.2 Managing Timeline Captures
A timeline capture is a persistent record of the merged temporal log of all pipelines, policies, events
and other objects tracked above (for each ION). To create a ML timeline capture, we merely add a
marker to ensure that certain sections of the logical log are not deleted. The marker is stored in our
system with a name to help browse it.
Timeline Captures meets our stated reproducibility goals. First, state that is captured at the launch of
an ION is sufficient to re-execute the entire ION on demand. Second, individual pipelines can be
re-executed on demand. Finally, for non-deterministic events (such as live data changes, hardware
errors etc.), the Timeline Capture browse enables users to re-live the original execution’s progress.
3.3 Integrating with Existing Tools
Our system integrates with several state capture tools that exist in typical production environments.
Code versioning: If pipeline code is in a source repository, we capture the pathname and commit
number at ION definition or execution time, ensuring record of the precise version used in any
computation. Dataset versioning: At every pipeline start, we capture any input dataset pathnames.
Model versioning: If the underlying ML engine (such as TF (2)) versions models explicitly, our
Agent fetches the model from the local version and stores it as a new version of the model in our
database. Otherwise, we maintain our own versioning for models.
3.4 Re-Living and Sharing Timelines
All timeline captures can be graphically viewed over time (see 2b) in the same way as live data
(providing a "virtual-reality" like ability to explore the past) (1). Named timeline captures exist till
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deleted. Users can view the captures created by other users. An export serializes it into CSV/JSON
files grouped into a tarball. They can be downloaded into a data scientist’s laptop and imported into
environments such as Juypter notebook, and Matlab.
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Evaluation

We evaluated our system on the following: (a) ability to re-execute pipelines, (b) ability to re-execute
in the presence of dependent pipelines, and (c) ability to “re-live” a previous execution. We have
been using our system for more than a year and have run tens of thousands of IONs.
Re-execute Pipelines: In total, we have run more than thousand IONs and verified the ability to
re-run the pipelines using our system. More importantly, we used our database (containing recorded
statistics, models, predictions, events, etc.) to verify that the re-executed pipelines have the same
output (or behavior) during re-execution.
Re-execute Dependent Pipelines: To verify the ability to re-execute dependent pipelines, we
executed more than fifty pipelines with patterns similar to Figure 1 (b), (c), (e). We also included
IONs that had A/B testing component in them. The minimum number of dependent pipelines were
2 and the maximum was 10. In all our experiments, we were able to validate the correctness by
comparing the results of re-execution with the original run.
Re-live Executions: We have manually verified that the timeline capture’s “browse” feature to re-live
execution matches with the original execution. We are currently working on automatically validating
the correctness of this features and the initial results are promising. Figure 3 shows an screenshot of
timeline “browse” for an ION in our system.

Figure 3: Example Timeline browse screen for an ION. The top left portion denotes the timeline
name and the top right portion enables you to select the window of time to browse.
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Related Work

Timelines and timeline capture systems exist (11; 31; 14; 15; 8; 16); the closest to ours is (18).
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to create comprehensive timelines for distributed
ML applications, including all ML aspects such as pipelines, models, human approvals, and heterogeneous analytic engines. Analytic engines provide checkpoints (or snapshots) (34; 35; 6; 25; 4)
for migrate/restart which do not track interdependencies between pipelines as we do. These are
complementary and can be included within our system. Storage timelines, checkpoints, and snapshots
are covered in (12; 32; 18; 23; 21; 27; 3; 20; 22). Our work can leverage logical clocks as these
works do.
Also related is provenance/lineage in ML Model Management (19; 28; 10; 7; 17; 24; 30). This work
and ours have several differences. Our focus is a logical timeline covering not just model lineage but
all events, runtime statistics, human actions, errors, etc. for diagnostics. We have also focused on
browsability, sharing, and export. Our design can also be used for Model Provenance, an area we are
exploring that is out of the scope of this paper.
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Future Work

Our future work is to further explore the performance and scalability of our design as well as
experiment with additional analytic engines. We also expect that additional state captures such as
VM snapshots can be integrated into our system.
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